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Season 2020 threw unprecedented challenges at sporting clubs across the world. Canterbury HC was
no exception. After an orderly beginning to the year, the COVID time bomb began to light its fuse and
in time disrupted almost every aspect of our club. Whilst Tasmania remained relatively unscathed, the
club made massive changes in organisation to keep everyone as well protected as possible. Thanks to
support from Fulcrum Robotics, the Tasmanian Government, The Dive Shop and Hunters for helping
us with our COVID prevention supplies. And Thanks to management, coaches, players, and supporters
for helping us maintain our COVID prevention strategies.
Luckily, we managed to resurrect our season and club members enjoyed a shortened, but relatively
normal competition under the watchful eye of the hard-working Hockey Tasmania administration. By
comparison with the massive disruption experienced in other States, we were very fortunate to only
have a few changes to routine. It seemed that many found the normality of sport a welcome change
from the disruption to almost every other aspect of their lives. Let’s hope that 2021 brings a more
normal season.
On the field, the club had to make changes as it became clear that reduced player numbers would not
allow us to field teams in every grade Our A pool women were the most heavily hit group, making the
difficult, but prudent decision not to field a first grade team. Other grades, across men and women
were remarkably stable in numbers. With reduced numbers in our under 15 boys and under 18 girls,
one of our boys played with NWG u15s while our girls played in the senior teams. Thanks to the senior
teams for nurturing, encouraging, and teaching our juniors playing seniors.
Whilst our senior women embarked on a rebuild, our senior men fell agonisingly short of another
finals appearance. Both groups will look forward to 2021 with the prospect of solid improvement as
juniors mature and the sometimes-tough lessons of 2020 are absorbed. Teams in lower grades
competed with great enthusiasm. The highlight was a very close-run grand final defeat for our 2nd
grade men, and a similar result for our U13 boys. Other teams can be proud of the way in which they
competed and completed what was always going to be a difficult season.
We look forward to a more normal 2021 season and thank all those who worked tirelessly to make
2020 happen. As always, if you wish to contribute to coaching, management, or club administration,
your assistance would be very much welcomed. We thank all those who filled those roles this year.
Without your help, there would be no Canterbury.
Finally, the club wishes to acknowledge the wonderful support of our sponsors, Fulcrum Robotics,
Petrusma Property, Ogilvie Jennings Lawyers, Optimal Health, Express Trophies and The New Sydney
Hotel who have selflessly continued to assist despite the difficult economic circumstances we find
ourselves in. All members have benefitted enormously from your support. We hope all our sponsors
and previous sponsors Collins SBA and Tas Sports Physio, have weathered the COVID financial storm
and are coming out stronger on the other side.
We wish all a happy and safe summer, wish our Masters teams every success and look forward to
reconvening early next year to continue the progress the club is making.
Christie Lucas and Mark Rasmussen
Co Presidents
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The start of the year brought many new registrations for our younger groups. The full-field teams and
the under 13 teams began to fill up quite quickly. Covid then hit and the number of children playing
hockey decreased slowly. We were still able to fill one full-field team and an under 13 team however
the under 15 team could not pull together a team and the players were given the option to play with
NWG or Uni. The under 18 boys managed to field a team with the help of two extra players from
Derwent.
The Under 13 boys played in second division and were successful in reaching the grand final. The under
18 boys finished….and even though they were not successful in reaching the finals they improved
steadily throughout the season. Many of the under 18 boys ventured into the senior roster or secured
their positions in 1st grade and premier league.

Jayne Nillsen
Junior Boys Coordinator

I would firstly like to thank everyone involved in Canterbury’s junior program this year. 2020 has
presented us all with many challenges and as a hockey family we pulled together beautifully to make
the most of our limited season.
This season saw canterbury field girls teams in 3 competitions, U13, U15 and the new format of full
field. Each of the three teams were fortunate to be coached by members of the A pool squad. These
coaches all have loads of experience and energy to share with our up and coming players. I would like
to thank them for their efforts.
Lisa, the U13s coach went above and beyond with her Zoom coaching sessions during lockdown. Who
knew what Zoom was before 2020?
The results from week to week were mixed, but one thing that was obvious to me was that all the
teams improved dramatically, that the girls all played in the spirit of the games and all had big smiles
on their faces. We are not the biggest club but after being involved in junior hockey with Canterbury
for 7 years, I believe we are the best!
This is my last report as junior coordinator after 3 (or is it 4 years in the role!). I would like to thank all
the members of the committee that have supported me over that time. I would like to make a special
mention of my dear friend Kirsty Palmer, she has always been my rock. #gored
Ella Harman
Junior Girls Coordinator
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Every year we get to witness our young lions as they develop their skills on the field. We never tire of
watching them get their first goal and love watching them use the skills learnt at training during a
game. It’s also been great watching them make new friends.
This year we saw many of these players graduate from Stick2Hockey to Full Field juniors. Some of
these players have played for Canterbury since the age of 5 or six.
These kids are the face and future of Canterbury and we hope to see them continue to enjoy playing
hockey into adulthood.
Thank you to the parents, we truly value the time and effort that goes into getting the kids to games,
training and development sessions. We appreciate the mad rush looking for hockey gear and getting
to the games on time!
We would like to also thank everyone for their patience during our shortened season. It has been great
seeing everyone back for term 4!
Also a huge thank you to our coaches and volunteers Rhi, Rory, Nellie, Sophie, Cinders and Ava.
I have enjoyed my role as Stick2Hockey coordinator, it’s been so fun working with your amazing kids.
Next year Lisa will be back taking over the reins as Stick2Hockey coordinator. I hope to see you all
around the hockey grounds as I go about my many other roles within Canterbury.
Rebekkah Probin (Beck)
Stick2Hockey Coordinator
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Full Field Mixed - Boys

Canterbury Blue FFM
2020 has been a crazy year for most people and it has not been any different for our Full Field Blue
(Boys) Team! Only a week out from Round 1 and we only had 7 players but we put out the call for
more players and our prayers were answered by the awesome parents and the Canterbury
community! By the end of the season we had 15 players playing, many of which were young boys
making the step up from Stick2Hockey or even boys playing hockey for the first time. This left us with
a very young and inexperienced team, with our average age only being 9.5 years old! However, the
boys exceeded all expectations for the season holding their own and even beating teams both much
older and much more experienced, they were a pleasure to coach and their improvement both as a
team and on individual levels was for all to see throughout the season. The boys showed a real
willingness to play to a structure and seek to play-on in a fast attacking style that was awesome to
watch. We ended the season with 1 Win-4 Draws-4 Losses to leave us sixth on the ladder in a great
season of which each of the boys should be extremely proud of.
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Full Field Mixed - Boys
Thanks must go to all the parents for helping us getting a team to start with and then for continually
getting the boys to training and supporting them on match days, without you the season does not
happen! Also thanks must be given to Cody Innes for his help on training nights, to Amy Enkelaar for
her consistent help both on training nights and match days, especially for taking training’s when I was
not available! To Ollie Shugg for his umpiring and coaching advice throughout the season, and to
Monique Coombe and Max Gittus for helping with running the bench when I was out on field. And
especially to Kim Enkelaar my co-coach in our Junior Boys squad for her assistance and advice
throughout the season!
The Team
Edward Steedman - What a season this young man had! Edward was one of the key cogs in our
Canterbury Blue machine and whenever he didn’t play, we sure did miss him. Edward just went from
strength to strength all year and his confidence grew with him, if you didn’t see him saving goals at
the back, he would be streaming down the field with the ball taking on the opposition, and certainly
loved to play on from free hits.
Noah Gill - Noah was one of the biggest improvers in our team, becoming a very strong and capable
full back that grew with confidence and even earning himself an U13 grand final spot! Always willing
to listen and showed great awareness as a defender. He should be well proud of how far he came this
season!
Sam Banks - Mr Consistent! Sam was reliable all year long, played most of the season in the back line
but if you give Sam a job to do anywhere on the field, he will give you his best! A great tackler and was
a brick wall in our defence. A pleasure to coach, Sam was always eager to listen and learn about the
game.
Cooper Bonnertz-Benn - Cooper showed spectacular improvement throughout the year and though
playing many different positions managed to find his home at half back towards the end of the season.
Cooper’s defensive game and tackling improved out of sight and became one of our best defenders
by the end of the season, always willing to listen and learn Cooper was a pleasure to coach this year!
Hunter Gittus - It was Hunter’s first year in full field and he showed that he belonged. Playing mainly
as a striker but also moving into the midfield at the end of the season the key aspect of Hunter’s game
is his second efforts. Never beaten until he says so, Hunter showed what he is made of and was pivotal
as the centre piece of our attacking press not being scared of big swinging free hits.
Lewis Quinn - Now Lewis was one of the smallest boys in our team but he certainly more than held
his own this year, his ability most shown by moving into the midfield mid-way through and showcasing
his stick skills and ability to get around players. Lewis also made his U13 debut and even played in the
Grand Final!
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Full Field Mixed - Boys
Bailey Blowfield - One of the senior boys in the team, Bailey showed some great leadership skills at
times and was a central piece to our midfield all year continually getting the ball through with his
strong passes. Bailey enjoyed being in the action and never liked playing away from it showing great
strength in the middle of the ground.
Angus Datlen - Angus was another boy who made the step up into full field this year and got to
experience a range of different positions, even playing a game in goals where he managed to keep a
clean sheet! Angus soon found his home as a half back and had a really strong season. I cannot wait
to see his improvement in seasons to come.
Will Shugg - Mr Versatile! Will started the season as our Centre-Forward but also threw the keeping
pads on for the last few games of the season. On the field Will scored goals and provided us a real
avenue to putting scores on the board, and in goals showed natural ability, keeping many clean sheets
and not being scared to come running out at the attackers!
George Shugg - The one thing that stands out about George is his passion and willingness to give his
all. In the games where we were well beaten George would always be seen in the thick of things giving
his absolute all till the final whistle, often against players twice his size and much older! George
showed great improvement throughout the year with his stick skills being a key feature of his game.
A player to watch for years to come.
Luke Jonas - Luke was a quiet achiever this year. New to the club, Luke showed a great willingness to
listen and learn and watching his confidence grow throughout the season was a pleasure to watch.
Playing most of the season as a striker Luke will be a player to watch as he grows further and makes a
move into the midfield in seasons to come.
Angus Mann - Angus came into the team for the last four games and slotted in nicely in his first
experience in full field. He improved greatly in his short tenure with his positioning and stick skills
progressing greatly! Playing mostly as a wing Angus built a great base from which to work on next
season.
Liam Heynes - Liam had some bad luck this season as he missed more than half of it due to injury.
However, Liam soon became our rock in goals as he volunteered to try the position at the start of the
season. Solid as a full back too, Liam showed his willingness to be a team leader on and off the pitch
and has a critical piece in our team.
Charlie Ledster - Charlie was one of the leaders in our full field team playing critical roles in our
midfield all season. His form and skill earnt him multiple call-ups into the U13 team where he more
than held his ground and really did himself proud. Charlie showed great improvement throughout the
season and will only continue to improve in seasons to come!
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Full Field Mixed - Boys
Kaiden Langford - Kaiden was like a duck to water this year as he tried hockey for the first time. Within
only a few weeks he found himself in full-back repelling multiple attacking forays into our defensive
circle. His tackling and strength over the ball improved out of sight and was one of our most improved
players for the season. Kaiden was a great team player and I look forward to seeing his improvement
in seasons to come.
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Full Field Mixed - Girls

It’s been a great year seeing these girls develop and grow as a team. It’s been a season of learning
both on and off the pitch, but these young ladies earned their top three position on the ladder.
We’re excited to see them progress as a team over the next few years, and believe they’ve got a
couple of premierships in their future! Good luck girls!
The Team:
Ava Probin-Windsor - Tricks the other teams by entering the field a bit quiet but if she’s coming to
tackle you, there’s no stopping her!
Ayla Beatson - One of our quietest players on team, but when the ball is coming her way, she’s on it
and heading straight up the field. Goodluck continuing your skills next year.
Hayley Newsham-West - Loud and proud on and off the field. Hayley has an amazing ability to get
the ball from our defence 25 to our attacking 25 in seconds!
Josie Stefanowski - Determined to get a goal every game and an absolute star as a forward, your
hard work has absolutely paid off! Looking forward to see you next season.
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Full Field Mixed - Girls
Mackenzie Stewart - when she nails them, Mackenzie has the biggest and scariest hit we’ve seen.
It’s been great to see you build up your confidence to do them this year, can’t wait to see them next
year
Meg Brewer - Our vice-captain this year and awesome centre half with an awesome ability to put
the ball wide and give us so many good opportunities. We can’t wait to see you in premier league in
a few years’ time.
Molly Richardson - Has been a very supportive player in a centre half role this year, Molly has
greatly improved her ability to control the ball throughout the season, can’t wait to see you back
next year.
Poppy Wilson - Never letting the other teams push her around and giving a great push back. Always
super positive and excited to get on the field, Poppy’s positivity has really shone on the team.
Savannah Carhart - One of our smallest players, Savannah has improved out of sight this season
becoming a far more confident player by the end of the season.
Savannah Rice - Watch out for Savannah when she gets on the field. Her ability to speed from one
end of the field to another has been very helpful in order to protect our defence and work the ball
up to the attack. Keep up the speed!
Charlotte Hordern - One of our most keen players to get in and have a great tackle against the other
team, Charlotte is an absolute social butterfly. Looking forward to see your skills develop next year.
Lucy Harper - A natural defender and doing a great job of learning transfers this season. We should
see Lucy grow and further develop into an awesome fullback next year.
Eve Gerard - Eve might have started late in the season but she still game everything a great go. She
is slowly gaining confidence, and we look forward to seeing her skills develop.
Keshi - She had her first go at hockey this year and she has picked up her skills very quickly. She’s
not a big fan of losing, but Keshi is super passionate and determined.
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Division 2
MINOR PREMIER’S!! The Canterbury U13 Boys Division 2 team had a golden season. They won the
minor premiership, winning 7 out of 9 games in the regular season, with one draw and one loss. The
team scored 18 goals for, 5 goals against and had 5 clean sheets! From the first training, you could
feel the enthusiasm and great spirit of this team. The boys gelled as a group pretty much straight away,
and learned how important it is to play as a team. Seven different players received umpire votes
throughout the season, and we had five different goals scorers, which demonstrates that we don’t
rely on just one or two players to score, and we have a depth of talent. Deservedly made the Grand
Final, and while it was a highly skilled game, they couldn’t quite put the goals away against a University
defence that proved to be too strong. The boys made us all proud with the maturity with which they
handled the pressure and defeat. They will surely be in Division 1 next year and will give the
Premiership another red hot shake!
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This year saw a new coaching group. Together, the coaching team focussed on building a positive
culture, where the boys enjoyed training and games, while working to develop individual and team
skills. I am immensely grateful to the following key members of the coaching team – to Liam McLaren
who is a superbly committed, organised, tactical and calm assistant coach/ team manager. Thanks also
to Amy Enkelaar who helped out at trainings and some games; and a huge thanks to Monique
Coombe, who match managed for us. We had a lot of laughs on the bench!
We also need to thank the Fullfield boys who helped us to win the minor premiership – either
benching for us or for bringing hard-tackling and enthusiasm to training.
And finally, thanks to all the parents for supporting the coaching team and the players. You survived
through freezing trainings; navigating the COVID-19 rules; and some late games Friday nights.
Together, you helped us achieve a positive team culture and contributed to the team’s success this
season.
The Team
Hamish Blowfield - Reliable, hard-working Inner, who loves to go forward and score goals. Makes
beautifully timed runs into the circle, and works hard to get back in defence. Has strong technical ball
skills. Had a great season and is ready to make his mark in U15s.
Hamish Davidson - First year player who brought good humour and a left-handed hockey stick into
the team! “HD” settled into a left half role and would pull out the sneakiest tackles on the best
opposition players just when we needed them. We hope he stays and plays U15s with us next year.
Would have won the most improved player if he didn't take out the coach at the last training for the
season!
Ethan Datlan - Ethan was our top goal scorer with 7 goals. Runs like the wind, loves to do 360's in the
circle to get around defenders and goalies (even when he doesn’t need to) and works hard back in
defence. Strikes fear into the heart of all defenders with his pace and silky skills. A great team player
too and future PL star!.
Joel East - Joel was part of the dynamic duo in defence. With Liam's expert tutoring, he was able to
find different ways of releasing the ball from 16s. Worked hard and helped newer team mates to
defend as a unit. Cannot wait to see him try different positions next year, now he has mastered
fullback!
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Will Enkelaar - Hard working and cheeky, but always encouraging his teammates on the field. Goal
hungry and keen to hit the ball hard and long to our forwards. Scored a few sneaky goals, and played
across nearly all lines throughout the season. Will and Peter often stayed to train for another hour
with W2nd grade - total commitment!
Peter Mackey - "Mr Tomahawk". Peter has silky skills and loves to score goals…but he also likes to
show his excellent tomahawk skills, particularly through the middle of the field, spotting up a forward
in the circle! Master of the short corner push outs. If he was fitter, he could play for Australia!
Josh Rawson - Leader of the midfield and highly skilled and uses his pace to burn opposition players
to hit a target. Second highest goal scorer, and scored some quality goals to seal victory. Very much
a quiet assassin who really needs to win a Grand Final! Brings players into the game and works super
hard to defend and attack. Will be playing PL in a few years!
Toby Richardson - Right Half maestro and all around funny guy! Toby kept us in games by tackling low,
hard and then moving the ball forward. Loved to set up attack from the right half (if only our CH and
inners could spot him free as a bird on the wing!). Also played a couple of great games at Inner. Can’t
wait to see him play inner or fullback next season!
Edward Steedman - Classy, enthusiastic player and future star! Ed came and benched for us most of
the season, having already played a Fullfield match. Easily strong and skilled enough to be one of our
first 11. Played across multiple positions and can’t wait to see him continue to carve it up next year!
Hamish Tolputt - Our stoic 'keeper! Part of the miserly defence which helped the team keep 5 clean
sheets and only have 5 goals scored against in the normal season! Loved training, especially practicing
one-on-ones against his fearless teammates. Is absolutely ready to step up and fly across the goals in
U15s.
Nathaniel Tolputt - Hard working young player who tries to get into the right spot in the circle to score
goals. Happy to chat on the bench and create a good team spirit! Played across many lines this year,
and even put on the pads for Fullfield! But wasted in goals as he is developing into a handy forward.
Will van Dal - Will was the second part of the dynamic duo in defence. Happier to be the 'up full back'
and loved a good transfer. Get the feeling he has forward ambitions and need to get him scoring goals
from short corners next year with his powerful and accurate hitting! Another highly skilled player
destined for PL!
Full Field Players - A HUGE thanks to Charlie Ledster, Lewis Quinn, Will Shugg, Noah Gill, and Bailey
Blowfield who benched for us and all got a taste of U13s. We couldn't have won the minor premiership
without you!.
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Division 1
Well, 2020, what a season! COVID threw a spanner in the works before the season even started, but
that didn’t stop us from continuing to bond as a team over weekly Zoom training sessions and
developing our drags, ski drags, double drags, 360s, and any other skill that requires only a 3m X 3m
space! It was a pleasure coaching such a positive and supportive team where all the girls enjoy the
social aspect of the sport as much as the competitive aspect. The turnout to our grass training sessions
whilst the hockey centre was closed did wonders to develop hitting skills and when the season finally
opened their efforts paid off as they did remarkably well and only just missed out on making the grand
final! This is a huge achievement with most of them still eligible for U13s next year. The future is
looking bright with this squad coming through the ranks, and I look forward to coaching them next
year. HUGE thanks to Stacey and Jackie for being managers this season, couldn’t have done it without
you, thanks to Brett for taking photos, and thanks to all the parents ran kids around after school and
who braved the cold to support their girls in their hockey endeavours. Go Red!
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The Team
Allie Pocock - Goal keeper extraordinaire and a handy field player also! Allie captained the U13 side
this year and did a tremendous job at leading by example, always keen to take feedback on and try her
best. Allie made some stellar saves this year, was welcomed eagerly into U15 games and also faced her
first stroke (which she saved)! Well done Allie on a solid year.
Amelia Steedman
Amelia stepped up to be our primary PC injector this year with accurate and speedy injections to the
top of the D. Her speed and agility places her as one of our pivotal inners and this year focused on
creating space, leading, and ball distribution. Looking forward to seeing this talented junior progress
through the ranks. Good work on a great season Amelia!
Charlotte Palmer - A competitive player, Charlotte played her strongest hockey this year – her
determination and wanting the ball placed Charlotte in the midst of lots of play and winning the 50/50
balls. Her antics with Jasmine at training saw some extra fitness being done at times, but neither
seemed to mind the extra chance for a chat as they smashed out a lap or two. Wonderful having your
pizazz in the team Charlotte, looking forward to having you back next year!
Evie Morris - Her second year of hockey, and last with U13s we will miss Evie terribly – her mature
presence and friendly nature was lovely to have in the team. Evie strengthened her game this year –
reading the play well to know when to step out from defence and intercept stray balls, this girl genuinely
loves hockey and her butterflies before the game are proof to how much it means to her. Well done
Evie, we will be cheering for you in U15s!
Hermione Tolputt - One of the youngsters of the team, Hermione took no prisoners this year – her
manoeuvres with the ball eliminated her opposition cleanly, this girl always seems to knows where the
uncontested space is and plays the ball into it well. Held solid in defence with Zahlee and Evie and
executed beautiful clearances using her magnificent slap hit. Great season Hermione!
Jasmine McCormick - Another energetic member of the team, Jasmine’s silky smooth skills in close
quarters saw her solidify her position as an inner to set up multiple goals and snare a few herself. She
improved over the season as an inner, remembering to draw her opposition high then leading back into
the space she had created. Definitely one of our social butterflies.
Jordanna Haas - Jordy got her hit on this year! Enjoyed tonking the ball out of trouble (sometimes to
the fear of the opposition), Jordy is another of our very competitive players who displayed serious
strength on the ball this year, winning her tackles and making the right decisions under pressure. This
strength was recognised, and she regularly got a run in U15s this year which likely made her all the
stronger! Well done Jordy!
Kailee Carhart - One of the fastest members on the squad and one of our most fearless, Kailee
destroyed many an opposition’s PC as first runner to lay a tackle before they could get a hit. On the
forward line, her tenacity and agility also paid dividends and she netted a spectacular deflection goal
that would undoubtably be one of the best in the U13s comp. Great season Kailee, look forward to
having you back next season.
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Maddy Jotic - Always hard to be the coach’s daughter, Maddy did extremely well this year, especially
organising me at times! Another one that enjoys giving the ball a good crack perhaps next year she will
find herself up front! Displays a real passion for the sport, that will no doubt last a lifetime. Played her
first match of seniors when 4th grade was short this year and was mistaken for an U18 player until half
time. Well done Maddy!
Millie Gerard - Millie played her first year of U13s this year and did a great job at left wing, staying wide
to receive the ball in space, and running it up the line to roll strong out of trouble to find a pass back to
her inner. Developed her PC injection skills this year, she nailed the technique in 5 minutes first go!
Loved having you there Millie, good work!
Paige Hattenschwiler - Our top goalscorer, despite missing 3 of the 9 matches! Paige knew where to
be to score those goals in the D and had the determination to put it in the back of the net when the
opportunity presented. She did mention that her Dad was paying her to get goals, but hey whatever
works! Well done Paige on stepping up to division 1 U13s this year and nailing it! See you next season!
Sadie Rogers - A natural at reading the play with skilful manoeuvres and quick to get the ball meant
Sadie was a force to be reckoned with this year. Started on the half-line, but quickly demonstrated she
was a natural on the forward line, nailing the breakaways and helping us keep the ball in our attacking
25 to win games, and loved scoring a goal herself! A stellar season Sadie!
Sarah Heynes - Her second year with U13s, and first in Div 1 Sarah improved tremendously this year
with fantastic stick skills and winning contested balls. Always keen to learn and implement new skills.
Enjoyed learning to ‘roll strong’ and making it to the opposite post for the deflection goal. Also made
her debut in U15s this year where we wish her all the best for next year!
Tessa Wastell - Cemented herself as our left-half this year by reading the play beautifully, executing
solid tackles on her right wing and making accurate passes in from the sideline. Tessa developed her
skills during training as PC trapper and with the encouragement of the girls stepped up during the game
to her first PC trap. Well done Tessa on a great season – love having you as part of the team.
Zahlee Stansfield - Our second goalie and ever so reliable defender, this year Zahlee demonstrated
some really smart hockey. Dispossessing runaway attackers to distribute the ball accurately to her halfbacks and inners helped alleviate pressure on the backline. Excellent goalie skills also, keeping a clean
sheet against Uni and Derwent! Well done Zahlee!
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I am so proud that the season of 2020 saw Canterbury Lions with a full team of under 15s girls again
It was touch and go for a while as we realised that some of our recruits from the end of last year had
gotten cold feet, but we were able encourage players back and welcome new player Lucy into the
world of hockey. We were also able to provide some of our under 13 girls with an opportunity to
challenge themselves to play in a higher grade. Big thanks to Allie, Jas, Jordy, Maddy and Sarah for
supporting our under 15 Girls.
The girls improved significantly over the shortened season and though they did not win a game the
results were not always a true indication of how they played their games. Their basic skills improved,
they were able to understand the game more and they had many shots on goal! A bit more practice
and next year we will see goals being scored left, right, and high into the top of the net!!
Several girls represented the club at senior level, which dramatically improved their confidence,
strength and skills, which they then brought back into the under 15 games. Well done to Yanna, Ava,
Maddy Rhi and Abi for their roles in 4th grade; Emma, Rhi, Abi and Soph for their roles in 2nd grade;
and Soph for regularly benching and training with the Premier League women.
Thanks to the senior teams for nurturing, encouraging, and teaching our juniors playing seniors.
Next Season will see Bessie, Edie, Esther, Hannah, and Sophie moving up into the under 18 age
group. We will have a few girls coming up from under 13s but might need the girls to bring some
friends along so that we have enough players for a full team.
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The Team
Abi Lucas – great cover defender with an ability to read the ball, danced all over the field as centre
half/sweeper, able to play any position asked of her, improved her distribution skills significantly over
the year.
Allie Pocock – Goal keeper extraordinaire! Defended a stroke without batting an eyelid, showed
amazing resilience against some of the better teams and made some amazing saves again and again!
Keep up the extra training Allie – you are awesome and we loved having you support the under 15s.
Ava Rawson – great improvement with her positioning this year, found a new fave position as a striker
but was able to play other positions when required, became a smoother dribbler and has an awesome
shot at goal.
Bessie Harman – always solid in defence, has a penetrating free hit reaching our forwards and beyond,
excellent reach for tackling, it was wonderful to have her back into the team this year and enjoying
her hockey
Edie Betlehem – Always strong on the ball up front. Providing support to other forwards with her fast
sprints up the field. Good for getting back in defence to hassle the opposition.
Emma Kirrane – Lovely long stride when running with the ball. Has a mean drag to get around
defenders. Learned a lot from playing with the seniors. Next year you’ll be scoring lots of goals.
Esther McCormick – Grew another foot this year! Great sneaky tackles and improved strength on the
ball. Was wonderful to have you playing.
Hannah Mendel – Solid in defence, stepping up to opposition players and making great tackles.
Marking and positioning improved greatly.
Jasmine McCormick – Lovely little drags around players in the midfield and great passes out of the
centre. Fantastic to have you playing with the team.
Jordanna Haas – Solid in defence for the team, especially at the beginning of the season when we had
a few people unavailable. Great tackles and strong passes.
Lucy Goodrick – Fantastic first year playing hockey. Eager to learn and try new skills. Great listener.
Improved in leaps and bounds.
Madeline Jotic- Very keen to play with the under 15s, and we pleased you could play. Wonderful hits
up to our midfielders and strikers.
Rhiannon Lincoln – Wanted to live at the hockey centre such is her enthusiasm for all things hockey.
Was challenged to play different positions and despite being unsure, did a wonderful job to listen and
learn about how to improve her game.
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Sarah Heynes – Wonderful excitement to come and play up in under 15s. Improved over the season
with her positioning on the field and challenged with playing a couple of positions. You’ll be great
when you move up to under 15s next year.
Sophie Lucas – Loved living and breathing hockey this season. Brought her skills from the seniors into
the game and was solid in defence with Bessie. Improved distribution from defence and wonderful
tackling.
Yanna Huntington – Took up the defensive challenge of half back and full back and showed us some
wonderful tackling in the defensive circle, improved marking, and footwork. Lovely reading the play
son she could cover defend well.
Well done girls!!

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS !!!
CANTERBURY HOCKEY CLUB REQUIRE
VOLUNTEERS TO ASSIST WITH THE VARIOUS
JUNIOR TEAMS FOR 2021
PLEASE HELP US WITH FILLING THESE VACANCIES
JOIN THE COMMITTEE, COACH OR MANAGE A TEAM
ASSISTANCE WILL BE PROVIDED AND NO
KNOWLEDGE OF HOCKEY REQUIRED
(EXCEPT MAYBE COACHING!!)
CONTACT YOUR JUNIOR COORDINATORS or CLUB
PRESIDENT FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Well what a strange year with the season not starting until mid July! The boys were eager to get
going and there was a lot of excitement and energy around the group. A lot of new faces after a
large exodus of older players from the year before and even a couple of Derwent boys coming to
join the Redmen. The team started well with a solid win over OHA and continued to play solid
hockey over the next 2 months. The boys played extremely well and had a very consistent year with
tight games against Derwent, Uni and Diamondbacks which were all teams that were head and
shoulders above the other teams. We unfortunately never snagged a win against any of these
teams- however we did manage to get a solid draw against the in-form Diamondbacks.
Unfortunately, due to poor planning by the coach (who thought we just needed to sneak into the
top 4) we were unable to take part in finals as it was just 1st vs 2nd. Thanks to Alex for being a level
headed presence on the sidelines and running some trainings. A big thanks to Kirsty for doing all the
wonderful work behind the scenes to ensure that we had a team on the pitch each week.
Lads personally a big thanks for letting me coach you and for the way that you conducted yourself on
the field so well, I am extremely proud of all your efforts- all the best for the future.
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The Team
Jack ‘Lightning’ Larkin - Another great year in the net, have heard his voice starting to influence games
more. Allows defenders to attack with freedom knowing he will have their back.
Vincent ‘Pace’ Harman: Has seemed to pick up a bit of pace this year, some absurdly bright shoes, setup some great goals but had less luck finding the back of the net himself.
Max ‘my car broke down’ Larkin: Preferred defence but played well as a striker, scored one of the
goals of the year with a lovely tomahawk. Has a big list of reasons as to why his car would break down.
Angus ‘Daydreamer’ Broadby: Played well in both attack and defence, would often find himself in a
daze and many a team instructions would need repeating multiple times
Ewan ‘Hunter’ Rogers: Had a great year as a final year under 18- hunted the ball with tenacity and
scored some great goals.
Luke ‘I now like fullback’ Palmer: Got moved into a number of positions and found a new love at
fullback, threw some great overheads.
Cody ‘bright shoes’ Innes: Did well doubling up each week, created some good attacking play up front.
Lachie ‘Mighty Mouse’ Rogers: Aging like a fine wine and always gave 100% in work rate, very
consistent year.
Ruben ‘Looks good in red’ Hoey - A very handy pick-up doubling up each week, had some very streaky
play and looked effortless at times.
Charlie ‘Looks good in red’ Rockefeller - Did a great job backing up each week, played well in a number
of positions.
Aiden ‘Mr Beats’ Terry - A great season from the young wing player who proved a dangerous force, it
is a rare sight to see him on game day with no headphones on. Opting to take them off at the last
possible second before the warm ups.
Caspar ‘Chatter mouth’ Warden- A talented defender with a solid outlet, if you ever heard silence in
this canterbury team it was never for long. Caspar was always talking about something, very often
nothing to do with hockey
Matt ‘Stealthy’ Brooks- A devious and sneaky attacker often finding himself in behind defenders with
the ball, very unselfish player often providing some key assists.
Richter ‘Utility’ Marx - Very handy player that can play all over the field, very strong defender often
being the one to shut opposition attacks down.
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Canterbury Representative Players for 2020
Unfortunately, due to COVID all 2020 outdoor championships were cancelled.
The following players were named in the U18s Australian Championship that was to be held in
Launceston.
Vincent Harman
Max Larkin
Tom Rasmussen
Indoor
Boys and girls tournaments held in Woolongong during January 2020
U18s
Vincent Harman (Captain)
Luke Palmer

Tom Rasmussen (Injured)
Angus Broadby

U15s
Luke Palmer (Captain)
Sophie Lucas

Lachlan Rogers
Bessie Harman

2020 June Long Weekend Hockey South representatives:
Due to COVID this event was cancelled. Let’s hope it will be running in 2021.

2020 Tasmanian Tigers Training Academy Representatives:
The following juniors were invited to join the Tigers Training Academy
17Yrs +
Vincent Harman

Tom Rasmussen

14-17 Yrs
Luke Palmer
Cody Innes

Lachlan Rogers
Sophie Lucas
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The Canterbury Hockey Club thanks its many Coaches and
Team Managers/Co-ordinators for their continued support
and assistance.
Stick2Hockey

Team Co-ordinator

Beck Probin/ Aleice Page

Rhiannon Lincoln

Sophie Lucas

Cynthia Horne

Rory Dick

Nellie Gillespie

Ava Rawson

Coaches

Girls
Full Field
Mixed

Coaches

Team Manager

U13 Div1

Lisa Jotic

U15

Christie Lucas

Boys
Full Field
Mixed
U13 Div 2

Coaches

U18

Craig Donovan & Alex Hogan -Jones Kirsty Palmer

Nellie Gillespie and Alice Killalea
Stacey O’Brien & Jackie
Stansfield

Team Manager

Liam McLaren
Kim Enkelaar & Liam McLaren
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Canterbury Hockey Club thanks its many sponsors for their
continued support and assistance

We encourage you to support our sponsors as they support us. Don’t forget to mention you are
with the Canterbury Hockey Club.

Canterbury Hockey Club
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Team Trophies
Sponsored by Optimal Health
Grade

Best and Fairest

Most Consistent

Girls

FFM

Meg Brewer

Josie Stefankowski

Girls

U13 Div 1

Maddy Jotic

Sadie Rogers

Girls

U15

Sophie Lucas

Ava Rawson

Grade

Best and Fairest

Most Consistent

Boys

FFM

Edward Steedman

Sam Banks

Boys

U13 Div 2

Josh Rawson

William van Dal

Boys

U18

Vincent Harman

Lachlan Rogers

Perpetual Trophies
Girls

Most Promising Under Age Player

Girls

Most Improved Junior Player

Lucy Munt

- Jennifer Beith Perpetual Trophy

Sophie Lucas

Girls

Top Goal Scorer

Hayley Newsham-West
(Full Field Mixed Red) 4 goals

Boys

Most Promising Under Age Player

Jointly awarded to

- The Perriman Perpetual Trophy

Luke Palmer

Boys

Most Improved Junior Player

Jack Larkin

Boys

Top Goal Scorer

Ethan Datlen (U13s) 7 goals

Lachlan Rogers

Junior Umpire Encouragement Award
- The Peri Buckley Trophy

Richter Marx

Junior Coach or Manager of Year
- The Hill Family Trophy

Lisa Jotic

Canterbury Club Junior Spirit Award
- The Dive Shop Trophy
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Sportsperson/Coaches Award
Girls
Girls
Girls

FFM
U13 Div 1
U15

Mackenzie Stewart
Amelia Steedman
Lucy Goodrick & Rhiannon Lincoln

Boys
Boys
Boys

FFM
U13 Div 2
U18

Noah Gill
Ethan Datlen
Ewan Rogers

with thanks to Just Hockey
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